The training started as per schedule at 2 pm.

The men and women were taken on a village tour where they were briefed on the Karavan Latrine, Hand Washing, and Compost Pit.

The participants were made aware of all the construction materials and were shown samples.

Trainer Sarah and Sumaira Asghar presented the Training Modules, explaining the use and benefits of a Karavan Latrine.

HF’s Project Coordinator, Naheem Shah explained technicalities of construction stages, while the Lead Trainer, Sumaira Batool spoke about the use and benefits of Karavan Green Roof, as a means to grow vegetables in only a few inches of earth using drip irrigation systems.

A Practical Field session was lead by HF’s Lead Artisan Shah Muhammad and assisted by artisans Jhalo and Miandad. The session included step by step detailed demonstrations comprising of layouts, mixing and laying PLC, building walls and niches, installation of toilet box and water system, ratio of Mud - Lime plasters.

A total no. of 24 participants were present at the training. A few people from other villages of Mirpur Khas were also present amongst the local participants.

The chosen Village Master Trainers are Chappa and Kanji from Sanjar Khaskheli; Bajo, Meera, Amro and Ramish from Dewan Goth; Genna and Massha from Dayo Patel.